Waste to Energy

State Policy-

In this context, GoM has announced RE policy-2015 on Grid-connected Industrial waste based Power Projects published on 20\textsuperscript{th} July 2015. A target of 200 MW has been fixed under this Policy. Organic degradable and in-organic degradable types of waste have been included and policy benefits are as follows...

- Reimbursement towards expenses incurred on evacuation arrangement maximum upto Rs. 1 Cr/ project after commissioning the project.
- Electricity Duty – exempted for captive consumption upto 10 years from date of commissioning.

MERC Tariff-

MERC will determine tariff for Waste to Energy Power Projects on case to case basis as per MERC order (case no 45 of 2016) dated 29\textsuperscript{th} April, 2016.